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NexTech AR to build 3D virtual product demo of an
air purifier for cannabis growers

C$0.67

Price:
Market Cap:

C$35755900M

1 Year Share Price Graph

NexTech AR Solutions Corp (CSE:NTAR) (OTCQB:NEXCF) is bringing its
augmented reality (AR) to a new sector this week: clean air for the cannabis
industry.
The company said in a statement on Tuesday that it has reached a deal with
Alpine Innovative Research Inc, a producer of air purifiers for cannabis
growers.
The rooms where cannabis is grown or processed can draw mold, mildew and
other pathogens, the company said, a problem Alpine's Air Sniper product is
designed to solve.

Share Information

READ: Budweiser taps NexTech AR to run its #BudAR social media contest
NextTech will create a product demonstration of the Air Sniper using its AR
University platform, providing Alpine with a sales tool that fits in their pocket.

Code:
Listing:
52 week

"We wanted to use AR to generate a better understanding of our premium
product offering," Alpine President Stuart Henley said in the statement. "We
believe the use of NexTech's AR will greatly assist in communicating to our
customers how Air Sniper equipment integrates into their facility."
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Tech

www.nextechar.com

Company Synopsis:

AR University works by turning companies' existing two-dimensional images,
videos, PDFs and presentations and overlaying them with 3D-AR to create
interactive training or sales experiences.
NexTech's stock was flat Tuesday at C$0.74 on the CSE and dipped 1.1% to
US$0.56 on OTC Markets.
—Updated to include share price—
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AT NexTech AR Solutions Corp we are
developing a proprietary Augmented Reality
(AR) advertising platform that uniquely
engages consumers by connecting them to
brands and retail locations through a fully
immersive AR experience. With a focus on
our two core technologies, augmented
reality and holographic telepresence,
NexTech AR offers innovative solutions that
can be harnessed across a wide range of
industries.
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specific person. You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential,
advisability, value or suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including company related products,
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